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• **Scope of Work**
  • Install a mechanical bar screen (1/4” space opening)
  • Use the existing tight structure
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• Previous Installation
  • Peak flow of 1 mgd
  • 1 grinder, 1 overflow by-pass
Previous Installation

Solids and rags going through the grinder
• Previous Installation
  • Maintenance due to rags and other solids

Equipment Damaged

Unsafe Maintenance
• Previous Installation
  • Maintenance due to rags and other solids
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• Installation of the Raketec

1- Remove the previous equipment
• Installation of the Raketec

2- Install the Raketec in the structure
• Installation of the Raketec

3- Install the Washer Compactor Compactec
Installation of the Raketec

Front view

Back view
• Installation of the Raketec
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• Conclusion

• 5 Reasons to buy Raketec:
  1. Collects all solids (including rags and wipes)
  2. Auto Reconnect Drive System
  3. Requires minimal and easy maintenance
  4. Customizes to any footprint (small to large)
  5. Easy to install

• Contact Informations